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ABOUT THE BOOK

When DSS Stevie Hooper steps into the empty Pavel house and someone
else’s jurisdiction, she upsets more than the ego of a struggling suburban
cop. She has breached the defences of a group that has, at its rotten heart, a
disregard for human life.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Felicity Young was born in Hanover,
Germany, in 1960 and went to boarding
school in the United Kingdom while
her parents were posted around the
world with the British Army. She
took up writing after moving to rural
Western Australia in 1990. Having a
brother-in-law who is a retired police
superintendent, it was almost inevitable
she would turn to crime writing.
KEY POINTS

• Take Out is the third book in the DSS
Stevie Hooper series that includes
An Easeful Death and Harum Scarum.
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• Young is also the author of the Dr Dody McCleland Mysteries and the
Cam Fraser Mystery series, both published by Harper Collins.
• The Insanity of Murder was a US bestseller and Young’s historical
mysteries have been top ten bestselling ebooks in their catergory
throughout 2015.
PRAISE FOR THE BOOK

‘… Take Out could be recommended to please any fan of Patricia Cornwall
and Kathryn Fox’s work and is perfect for anyone that needs a lazy day of
reading, especially with holidays coming up.’ Bookseller+Publisher
‘Felicity Young is an intriguing new addition to the upper echelons of
Australian thriller writing.’ Sun Herald
‘A chilling mystery that is both heart-breaking and heart-stopping.’
Woman’s Day
‘Tightly written, stylish crime’ The West Australian
‘All the female characters, whether victims or perpetrators, are strongly
drawn in a story rich in local colour.’ Adelaide Advertiser
‘It is a genuine pleasure to read a writer from off the beaten track’
Courier Mail
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